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Figure 1: Single-user CR prototype for reservoir engineering data visualization. The user performing analytical work on a laptop
transit 3D reservoir model from standard monitor to VR space to increase working space and improve spatial perception.

ABSTRACT

Cross-reality is a newly emerged research field that studies the
transition and current usage of multiple systems along Milgram’s
Reality-Virtuality Continuum(RVC). Our research currently focuses
on studying how the user could interact with CR applications and
move virtual objects along Milgram’s RVC. The prototype is an
embodiment of an application and can be used to gain insights
and knowledge. We build low-fidelity and high-fidelity prototypes
to study the transition of 3D virtual objects. However, We face
challenges since cross-reality involves more than one space on the
RVC, so when designing the prototype, researchers and designers
can not refer to their previous experience and interaction metaphor
from a space they are familiar with, such as physical, AR, or VR
space. Thus we plan to conduct elicitation studies to gain more
knowledge and insights to serve as a benchmark to guide the design
of the prototypes.

Index Terms: Human-centered computing—Interaction design—
Interaction design process and methods—User centered design
Human-centered computing—Mixed / augmented reality Human-
centered computing—Virtual reality

1 INTRODUCTION

Researchers have spent decades conducting studies and designing
applications to exploit the benefits and define the limits of Extended
Reality (XR) on different points along Milgram’s RV continuum
(RVC) [23].

The conventional visual output device, such as the standard
monitor, utilizes a 2D array of pixels to represent information
or visualization and does not give the user the illusion that the
computer-generated content exists in the same space as the user,
which is prove to be more suitable for tasks that require accurate
and precise viewing [17, 27, 35].

Immersive visual output devices such as virtual reality (VR)
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head-mounted displays (HMDs) or augmented reality(AR) HMDs
are expected to increase performance for tasks that involve 3D
visualizations as they support stereopsis, head tracking, body
motion tracking, and provide depth cues that are not available with
a standard monitor [8, 16]. These advantages can lead to better
spatial understanding and enhanced data navigation. In addition,
human eyes have a wide field of view (FoV) and a high dynamic
range [38]. The wide FoV provided by VR HMDs allows the user
to be fully immersed in the virtual environment and reduces the
clutter of information and UI elements [8]. However, the wide FoV
leads to low-resolution density which could potentially be solved
with high cost devices and increased data transport rates. Moreover,
vergence-accommodation conflict (VAC) is another issue with VR
HMDs that causes eye strain and visual fatigue [39]. Furthermore,
VR HMDs isolate the user from the real physical environment, so
the user only perceives information from virtual content rendered
on the VR display.

AR HMDs allow the user to perceive information from the
physical world while preserving functionality such as stereoscopic
visualization and body motion tracking. Nevertheless, a narrow
FoV and low ambient contrast ratio (ACR) of current HMDs
are still barriers between the user and a fully immersive experi-
ence [7, 21, 32, 39].

Figure 2: A user views 2D charts on a standard monitor while inter-
acting with 3D graphs in AR space [31].



With the advancement in head-mounted displays (HMDs),
multi-sensory rendering, computational capability, and enhanced
networking technologies, spaces along RVC can be connected.
Researchers have started conducting studies and developing
applications that involve the transition between or concurrent usage
of multiple systems on the RVC [3, 22, 29]. Although multi-user CR
has been at the forefront of the CR research agenda, the potential
benefits brought by single-user CR should not be neglected. Our
work aims to develop single-user CR applications that bridge
different points of RVC to integrate the advantages and overcome
the limitations. Currently, we are focusing on building prototypes
that support the transition of 3D virtual objects along RVC, a
scenario in the single-user CR design space proposed by Wang
et al. derived from the definition of CR [37]. Our goal is to gain
more insights to develop guidelines that contribute to user-centered
single-user CR applications that support the transition of virtual
objects between commercially available visual output devices,
including desktops, laptops, VR HMDs, and AR HMDs. Thus
the user could move the virtual object to the space along the RVC
that is most suitable for working with it, which enhances the user
experience with immersive technology. The following section
describes a major challenge we face when designing a CR prototype
and our idea for overcoming the challenge.

2 TRANSITION OF VIRTUAL OBJECTS

Studies have found that prototyping can contribute to aiding the
learning of a concept and helping to communicate an idea [14]. This
section will discuss the challenge associated with our prototyping
process and the study needed to aid prototyping. The challenge and
solution are based on our personal opinions and anecdotal feedback
from reservoir engineers.

Figure 3: Prototype presented by Schwajda that support transition of
graph-based data from a standard monitor to AR space [30]

2.1 Prototyping Challenge
Our Single-user CR prototype aims to allow users to move 3D
virtual objects to environments with different degrees of virtuality.
Such a transition is useful since some tasks are more productive
with standard monitors and conventional input methods like mouse
and keyboard while other benefit from extended reality (XR). In
addition, working with XR devices on a daily basis leads to negative
impacts on the user that cause body and mental fatigue [6]. On
the other hand, tasks such as analyzing 3D visualization may be
more efficiently done in a VR or AR environment. Cartwright
et al. point out that the transition of virtual objects can enhance
reservoir engineering workflow [11]. However, to enhance the user
experience with a CR virtual object transition session, the seamless

transition needs to be triggered and executed by an effortless and
intuitive interaction [36].

The prototype we build is part of a project that studies how
to use immersive technology to enhance reservoir engineering
workflows(Figure1). We aim to allow reservoir engineers to move
3D reservoir models from a standard monitor to an immersive
space when needed and back. In order to maintain a relatively high
framerate that was suggested by a previous study, we attached VR
HMD to gain more computing power [41]. We started with creating
low-fidelity (lo-fi) prototypes since those are quick and easy to
draw. One of the low-fi prototypes utilizes a similar interaction
to initiate and complete the transition of virtual objects as the
prototype presented by Schwajda et al. Schwajda et al. present
a fully functioned prototype that allows the user who wears AR
HMDs to transit graph-based data from a standard monitor to an AR
space using ”grab” and ”pull” hand gestures [30] (Figure2). This
is an example of a possible interaction that virtual transit objects
from one space to another along RVC since hand gestures are one of
the most popular input modalities associated with AR HMDs [26].
When implementing the high-fi prototype, a problem we face is
that the VR HMDs we use in the project, such as Oculus Quest 2
and HTC VIVE, do not support high-quality video pass-through
functionality. Thus the reservoir engineers that wear those HMDs
can not see the virtual content displayed on the standard monitor
through the camera of the HMDs. As a consequence, they can not
select and move the 3D virtual object from the monitor to the VR
space. Some engineers also suggested that a virtual button could be
added to the monitor so that they could select the 3D virtual object
and move it to VR space using a mouse and keyboard. This problem
leads to a research question that we want to investigate: How would
users prefer to move 3D virtual objects from a standard monitor
to 3D space and back during a CR session. Till now, no evidence
has been collected on what input modality and interaction is most
intuitive and preferred by the user.

2.2 Input Modality

Different visual output systems along the RVC have different input
modalities and interactions that are most commonly implemented.
Users usually interact with standard monitor devices using the
mouse, keyboard, multi-touch display, and digital pen [4, 10, 28].
The controller with joysticks, buttons, touchpad, and support motion
tracking is widely used to interact with VR HMDs [2]. Hand gesture
interaction enabled by an optical hand tracker is the most common
input modality for AR HMDs. However, VR headsets such as
Oculus Quest 2 also support hand gesture interaction. The user
could interact with other VR headsets or even standard monitor
devices by attaching an external device such as the Leap Motion
controller [4, 9]. The data glove is another type of input device that
supports hand gesture interaction with standard monitor devices, VR
HMDs and AR HMDs [18,19,40]. Researchers and developers have
also been exploring other input modalities that could potentially
interact with systems in different spaces on RVC, such as voice
input and eye-gaze [2, 4, 15, 32].

When the user is working with a CR prototype that sup-
ports virtual object transition, the user will interact with devices that
belong to at least two spaces along the RVC. An important design
decision is to choose the main input modalities for the CR system.
The developer could utilize different input modalities that are proven
to be most suitable for systems in different spaces on the RVC, such
as mouse and keyboard for standard monitor devices. However, a
potential drawback is that a user might be distracted from the task
when frequently switching back between different input modalities
with the CR transition. Another developing choice is to unify the
way of interaction for multiple systems along RVC so that the user



always sticks with one type of input modality. However, a trade-off
with this implementation is that the user may need to adapt to
input modalities that are not commonly associated with a particular
space on the RVC. For example, hand gesture interaction is the
most commonly utilized way of interaction for AR HMDs [26].
Meanwhile, hand gesture interaction is less frequently associated
with desktops and other standard monitor devices than mice and
keyboards. To enforce users interacting with the system using a less
common input modality may create frustration and fatigue, which
could cause increases in the task load and decreases in productivity.
Case studies need to be conducted to determine which approach is
more suitable for a specific task. With the second implementation,
the interaction that initiates and completes the transition of virtual
objects is associated with the input modality. Nevertheless, if the
developer and researcher choose to utilize multiple input modalities
for systems across the RVC, the interaction that is more effortless
and comfortable to the user that triggers and executes the transition
is yet to be determined. Researchers and developers may utilize
the input modality most commonly implemented in a space on
the RVC to trigger the transition of the virtual object between that
space to another due to the easiness of implementation and other
practical reasons. However, this may sacrifice usability and reduce
user experience.

2.3 User Elicitation
When interacting with a system along RVC, the user tends to get
the reference from previous experience with a similar system [1, 12].
Thus researchers and developers can implement interaction using
the same way as those have been proven to be efficient and preferred
by the user. However, single-user CR virtual object transition is an
unexplored interaction space. Thus there is no established interaction
that the user can refer to trigger such a transition. In addition,
previous elicitation studies point out that researchers and developers
often do not share the same conceptual models as the user prefers
[25]. Elicitation studies are conducted to gain insights that contribute
to the design of user-centered applications, among which there are
many studies on how the user wants to interact with a system [1,5,12,
13, 20]. Elicitation studies can gain insight into how the user wants
to move the virtual object from one reality to another. Researchers
may use wizard-of-oz approaches in user elicitation studies so that
the user has the illusion of having full control of the virtual object
transition while the researchers control the transition [5, 13, 20].
Quantitative data such as agreement measures, user preference count,
and the number of occurrences can be used to analyze elicited data
and find consensus among users on the set of interactions that should
be implemented for the virtual object transition [1, 24, 33, 34]. Our
goal is to find out what input modality and interaction the user wants
to use without the limitation of the current software, hardware, and
difficulty of implementation.

3 CONCLUSION

In this position paper, we discuss the design decision and challenges
of interactions to trigger single-user CR virtual object transition in
a CR prototype. In order to gain more insights that contribute to a
guideline for developing single-user CR prototypes, we will conduct
elicitation studies that investigate the way of interaction the user
wants to move the virtual object between spaces across the RVC.
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